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ABSTRACT
Decreasing costs of deploying space vehicles to low-Earth orbit
have fostered an emergence of large constellations of satellites.
However, high satellite velocities, large image data quantities, and
brief ground station contacts create a data downlink challenge. Or-
bital edge computing (OEC), which filters data at the space edge,
addresses this downlink bottleneck but shifts the challenge to the
inelastic computational capabilities onboard satellites. In this work,
we present Kodan: an OEC system that maximizes the utility of
saturated satellite downlinks while mitigating the computational
bottleneck. Kodan consists of two phases. A one-time transforma-
tion step uses a reference implementation of a satellite data analysis
application, along with a representative dataset, to produce special-
ized ML models targeted for deployment to the space edge. After
deployment to a target satellite, a runtime system dynamically se-
lects the best specialized models for each data sample to maximize
valuable data downlinked within the constraints of the compu-
tational bottleneck. By intelligently filtering low-value data and
prioritizing high-value data for transmit via the saturated downlink,
Kodan increases the data value density between 89 and 97 percent.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Analysis and design of emerging devices and
systems; • Computer systems organization → Embedded sys-
tems; • Software and its engineering → Software performance; •
Networks → Network performance evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of commercial space launch services [15] and
nanosatellites [32, 36] over the past two decades makes low-Earth
orbit (LEO) accessible to deployments of state-of-the-art, sensor-
equipped computer systems inside satellites. These satellites enable
new and valuable geospatial sensing and computing applications,
including disaster relief [18], agriculture [40], and infrastructure
monitoring. The Earth-observation market remains dominated by
large-scale, monolithic satellites costing hundreds of millions of US
dollars each. However, the ascendance of inexpensive nanosatel-
lites has led to large, commercial constellations of nanosatellites in
LEO [5, 26]. Lower device cost and higher launch cadence decreases
risk and enables new satellite applications [30].
Communication and computation ability constrain satellite
utility. Today, most satellites operate as “bent pipes” [25] and are
tasked manually to collect and downlink raw sensor data. These
satellites face a downlink bottleneck stemming from a lack of com-
munication opportunities. Recent work on “orbital edge computing”
(OEC) processes data on satellites before downlinking [7, 8]. OEC
mitigates the downlink bottleneck by identifying signals of inter-
est and downlinking those signals only. While OEC addresses the
downlink bottleneck, we observe that edge processing creates a
computational bottleneck limiting the value of each satellite.
Processing satellite sensor data at the edge is challenging. Satel-
lite sensor samples (e.g., images) are large and arrive at a high rate
compared to the rate at which embedded satellite hardware can pro-
cess them. Geospatial image frames can contain hundreds of square
kilometers and hundreds of millions of pixels. Depending on orbit
altitude and camera characteristics, a LEO, Earth-observation satel-
lite observes an entirely new frame every 1−30 seconds (the “frame
deadline”). Applications typically tile these large frames and process
each tile on the ground using, e.g., machine learning algorithms.
However, not all samples are equally valuable; some observations
are of high-value to an application and others are of low-value. A
system faced with a saturated link should prioritize transmission of
high-value data, but today’s bent pipes send data indiscriminately.
Processing samples at the space edge distinguishes these categories.
The computational bottleneck stems from an inability to process
all tiles within the frame deadline. Prior OEC work manages the
computational bottleneck by statically distributing tile processing
across a constellation, using satellite-parallelism to meet the frame
deadline [8]. Such a scheme distributes work across hundreds of
satellites while addressing the computational bottleneck for just a
single application — a relatively high-cost solution resulting in a
vertically-integrated constellation aimed at a particular purpose.
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Kodan is an orbital edge computing system that maximizes
data value from satellites limited by communication and com-
putation. Under a saturated satellite downlink, Kodan mitigates
the computational bottleneck without the high cost of hundreds
of satellite-parallel processors. Kodan uses a combination of tech-
niques that modify applications based on unique, orbital data char-
acteristics by trading between geospatial analysis precision and
processing speed. After deployment to a satellite, the Kodan run-
time system dynamically selects appropriate optimizations for each
observation. Kodan decides how to process a sample based on its
geospatial context. A geospatial context is a property of a data sam-
ple indicating its likelihood to contain certain features, e.g., the
presence of ocean, forest, tundra, clouds, or high-value data. High-
precision value labels are computationally easier in some contexts
and harder in others.

Kodan balances precision and execution time to maximize
data value density. Software running on each satellite prioritizes
decreased compute time when computationally bottlenecked and
prioritizes precision otherwise. When computationally limited, Ko-
dan uses tile context to select an action: the satellite downlinks
data in high-value contexts, discards data in low-value ones, and
executes an application to more thoroughly filter the rest. Whether
or not computationally limited, Kodan uses context-specific mod-
els to increase precision and downlinked data value density, i.e.,
the fraction of a saturated downlink composed of high-value bits.
Kodan recognizes that not all sensor data need equal care in pro-
cessing. To trade precision for execution time, Kodan adjusts frame
tile count to reduce data quantity at a cost in quality.

Kodan increases downlinked data value density by mitigat-
ing the computational bottleneck. To show the value of Ko-
dan, we implement seven end-to-end, deployment-ready, pixel-
segmentation applications trained to filter low-value clouds using
publicly-available, geospatial datasets. We quantify the improve-
ment in valuable data downlinked with on-orbit computing using
context-specialization to identify high-value observations; Kodan
improves the data value density of the saturated downlink between
89 and 97 percent compared to the bent pipe.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:
• We characterize the impact of orbital edge computing on both
the downlink bottleneck and the computational bottleneck.

• We present Kodan, an OEC system that addresses the com-
putational bottleneck using hardware-aware modifications of
satellite applications.

• We characterize and evaluate context-specific models, frame
tiling, and context-based elision to maximize data value density
within the constraints of the computational bottleneck.

• Weprovide a comprehensive evaluation of Kodan across satellite
data processing applications and hardware targets, resulting
in improvements to the data value density of the saturated
downlink between 89 and 97 percent.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We provide context for Kodan and characterize challenges for Earth-
observation satellites.

Frame N Frame N+1

TimetN tN+1

Frame 
Deadline

Frame Tiling

Ground Sample Distance: 
1 pixel = 10 meters

Figure 1: A satellite periodically captures image frames, and
the time between frame captures is the frame deadline. Be-
fore processing an image, geospatial analysis software splits
a frame into tiles. Details visible in the images depend on the
ground sample distance, or the geographic area per pixel.

Earth-observation satellites: LEO, Earth-observation satellites
collect sensor data — e.g., multispectral images — for geospatial
analytics. These satellites often deploy to polar orbits (i.e., orbits
crossing near the poles of Earth). As the satellite travels through
its orbit, it accesses nearly all latitudes; as the planet rotates, the
satellite accesses all longitudes. LEO altitudes are hundreds of kilo-
meters, and LEO periods are about 90min.

Historically, Earth-observation satellites are large and mono-
lithic. Recently, inexpensive nanosatellites have proliferated. The
monolithic Worldview [13], Earth-Observing 1 (EO-1) [33], and
Landsat [27] satellites cost hundreds of millions of US dollars each
(e.g., $855,000,000 [20]). Now, many missions use cubesats [32],
chipsats [42], and pocketqubes [9, 36] to increase hardware refresh
cadence and avoid the high costs of monolithic satellites. Lower
costs enable Earth-observing constellations consisting of hundreds
of devices [5, 26].

Orbital mechanics determine both access to and the quality of
satellite sensor data. For images, a satellite captures a frame along
its ground track. A frame is a large geographic region; geospatial
applications often split frames into many smaller tiles for analysis.
Satellite image quality is characterized by ground sample distance
(GSD) — geographic distance between adjacent pixels — which may
range from km/px to cm/px [13, 27] and is determined by altitude
and camera characteristics. Figure 1 illustrates these concepts.

The bent pipe: Today, most Earth-observation satellite operators
manually task their devices to sense and downlink raw observations
to a datacenter for processing, i.e., a bent pipe [12, 25]. Commu-
nication opportunities for high-velocity, LEO satellites last only
for a few minutes while the device is near a ground station and
may occur infrequently depending on the orbit. State-of-the-art
communication systems downlink a total data quantity ofMBs or
GBs per pass. This downlink bottleneck constrains observation rate
because not all data can be sent (we quantify this bottleneck in
Section 2.1).
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Figure 2: A single satellite observes more frames per revo-
lution than it downlinks. As satellite count increases, con-
tention and eventually ground segment saturation widens
this gap. Note the y-axis log scale.

Orbital edge computing: Recent work proposes orbital edge com-
puting (OEC) [7, 8], in which satellites process data at the space
edge. OEC distributes computation across a constellation where
each satellite contains highly-capable, commercial, off-the-shelf
(COTS) compute hardware rather than low-performance, radiation-
hardened, space CPUs. An OEC satellite tiles each image frame and
processes tiles to identify interesting data to transmit. Especially
when interesting features are rare, OEC addresses the downlink
bottleneck with edge computing by triaging sensor data before
transmission. However, OEC must process all frame tiles before
a new frame enters the sensor view, creating a frame processing
deadline usually between 1 − 30 s. Failing to meet the deadline is a
computational bottleneck.

2.1 Challenges at the Orbital Edge
We highlight two orbital edge challenges: a downlink bottleneck
prevents sending all raw data, and a computational bottleneck
prevents processing all data on orbit. We quantify these bottlenecks
using the cote [8] simulator to model existing satellites, including
orbital dynamics, sensing, communication, and the ground segment.
We validate our analysis with publicly-available satellite and ground
segment performance metrics [27]. In this section, we address three
key questions:
1. What limitations arise from today’s downlink bottleneck, and

what will its impact be in the future (Section 2.1.1)?
2. To what extent could edge computing address the downlink

bottleneck (Section 2.1.2)?
3. How much of this potential improvement can be realized by

directly deploying data processing applications to the space
edge, and to what extent does the computational bottleneck
limit these improvements (Section 2.1.3)?

2.1.1 The Downlink Bottleneck. Downlink capacity cannot support
existing satellite sensor datarates, and the gap grows with sensor
fidelity and constellation population. We quantify this gap for Land-
sat 8 in Figure 2. Over one orbit revolution, the ground segment
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Figure 3: For the first time, constellations exist with enough
satellites to achieve daily global coverage. Saturated down-
links lock these daily global observations at the orbital edge.

supports reception of just 2% of the available observations of hyper-
spectral, 10K image frames. When satellite count in the same orbit
plane increases from one to 16, downlinked data increases from
5 frames during one period to 60 frames during the same period;
this improvement stems from claiming previously idle ground sta-
tion time. When the Landsat ground segment serves one satellite,
stations sit idle while the satellite is out of range (i.e., most of the
time). Additional satellites, when not contending with each other,
claim idle time and increase total downlinked data. However, as
constellation population increases, the space segment eventually
saturates the downlink. Adding satellites beyond this population
count increases the ability to observe but not downlink additional
data, widening the downlink gap.

Why are large constellations desirable? Larger constellations
increase sensor coverage of Earth. Figure 3 shows the satellite count
required for daily global coverage, i.e. the opportunity to observe all
Landsat frames each day (see Section 2.1.1 for discussion onwhether
such observations could be downlinked). We add support to cote
for the Landsat Path/Row World Reference System (WRS) [38] and
import the WRS-2 scene boundary shapefiles to produce this plot.
Reaching global daily coverage requires a constellation population
of at least 40. Constellations in different orbits or with different
sensors, like the Spire “Lemur” or Planet “Dove” satellites, deploy
even greater numbers of devices.

2.1.2 Addressing the Saturated Downlink. Bent-pipe satellites waste
limited downlink capacity by indiscriminately sending observations
containing both high-value and low-value data. To demonstrate
this fact, we examine a cloud-filtering application. On average, 67%
of satellite images are obscured by clouds [23] and are low-value to
most customers. For Landsat 8, Figure 4 (left column) shows that,
during one day, just 1/3 of the data from nearly 3600 observable
frames is high-value (i.e., not cloudy). Accounting for the downlink
bottleneck (middle), less than 21% of observable high-value data is
downlinked with a bent-pipe. Ideal edge filtering (100% accuracy
and zero execution time) delivers over 3× more high-value data
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Figure 4: A single satellite observesmore frames per day than
can be downlinked per day. Many of these frames contain
low-value data. Without OEC, a relatively small amount of
downlinked data is high-value (21%). Identifying high-value
data on orbit can improve the data value density by 3×.

— 63% of the total, observable high-value data, and the maximum
possible under the downlink bottleneck (right column). Increasing
the ratio of high-value to low-value data increases the data value
density of the saturated downlink: the fraction of downlinked data
composed of high-value bits.

2.1.3 The Computational Bottleneck. While ideal cloud filtering
offers a potential 3× improvement in valuable data downlinked,
the space edge must contend with the inelastic and limited com-
putational resources on satellites. Volume, mass, energy, and cost
constraints at the space edge prevent deployment of unlimited
computational resources inside a satellite [8]. Unless a filtering
application completes within the frame deadline, a satellite cannot
process all frames, creating a computational bottleneck that limits
the ability of OEC to address the downlink bottleneck. We quantify
this effect for a real cloud filter application [31]. Figure 5 shows
the fraction of high-value data downlinked with and without edge
filtering for a range of constellation sizes. Direct-deployment of
cloud filtering improves high-value data downlinked by just 9%, far
short of the potential 3×. The shortfall stems from the 98 s frame
processing time, which exceeds the 22 s frame deadline; only a frac-
tion of captured frames can be filtered. Therefore, while OEC has
potential to mitigate the downlink bottleneck, the computational
bottleneck limits its benefit.

Limitations of parallel, distributed computation: Prior OEC
work addresses computational needs by distributing work across a
pipeline of satellites. While effective at reducing per-satellite com-
pute time to meet full ground track coverage, pipeline populations
must be very large (e.g., > 100 devices per application). This ap-
proach is costly and designed for vertically-integrated constella-
tions deployed for a single purpose. In the future, we expect the
emergence of constellations acting as a platform for customer appli-
cations, i.e., a constellation-as-a-service. As a result, the naturally
inelastic space edge has pressure to operate at its computational
limit in order to maximize platform value. Prior OEC work provides
no technique to reduce per-satellite computational load without
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Figure 5: Directly deploying existing geospatial analysis ap-
plications to the inelastic orbital edge provides limited im-
provement in saturated downlink utilization. These applica-
tions are designed for elastic datacenters and cannot process
data at the rate of new satellite observations.

increasing constellation population; this shortcoming is a key mo-
tivation for Kodan.

3 KODAN SYSTEM DESIGN
Kodan is an OEC system maximizing the data value density of a sat-
urated satellite downlink by adjusting geospatial analysis software
to adapt to target satellite computing hardware in space. As constel-
lation population increases to eliminate idle ground station time,
the ground segment becomes saturated, and additional satellites
increase observation opportunity but not downlinked data quantity.
To increase the utility of this saturated downlink, the fraction of
downlinked data composed of high-value bits — the data value
density — must increase. Distinguishing between high-value and
low-value sensor data on a satellite requires execution of geospatial
analysis software at the space edge. Unless a satellite processes each
sensor sample before the next data capture, not all observations
are filtered: a computational bottleneck. Satellites are edge devices
in space; volume, mass, energy, and cost constraints prevent de-
ployment of unlimited computational resources [8]. Kodan reduces
the computational requirements of geospatial analysis software
deployed to the space edge.

Kodan makes different adjustments to an application’s compu-
tational requirements for each hardware deployment target. This
approach is an alternative to simply increasing the computational
capability of a satellite — something that cannot be done for satel-
lites already in space, and an option constrained by volume, mass,
energy, and cost limitations. This approach is also an alternative
to simply increasing the number of satellites in a constellation and
distributing processing, which incurs high monetary cost and only
addresses constellations executing a single application.

To adjust the computational needs of a geospatial analysis appli-
cation, Kodan leverages three techniques: context-specific models,
frame tiling, and context-based elision.
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Figure 6: Tile count per frame determines frame processing
time. A smaller tile count decreases frame processing time,
but each tile must undergo more decimation to match the
neural network input size. A larger tile count increases frame
processing time, and each tile undergoes less decimation.

Context-based model specialization. This technique improves
accuracy and precision of on-orbit inference by training models spe-
cialized to contexts. A context is a subset of satellite images related
by a high degree of similarity in some semantically-meaningful
way. For example, there is a high degree of similarity among images
of forested land and among images of the ocean, while there is
relatively little similarity between an image of forested land and an
image of the ocean.

Context-based model specialization provides accuracy and pro-
cessing time benefits. A context-specialized model yields higher
accuracy on data from its context (see Section 5.3). Additionally,
a specialized model may retain or improve accuracy while being
smaller and simpler, because the model is tailored to a smaller set
of data. The ability to use smaller models without degrading ac-
curacy allows satellites to run complex legacy applications (e.g.,
applications designed for the datacenter cloud) with fast, simple
models tailored to the inelastic space edge.

Frame tiling. This technique adjusts tile count per frame, which
in turn affects the resolution of tiles input into machine inference
models. A satellite frame processing application divides the image
into some number of tiles and scales each tile to match the neural
network input size. Prior work [7, 8] divides each frame into a tile
count maximizing inference accuracy. For each application, Kodan
sweeps a range of tile counts and selects the count maximizing
downlinked data value density for the target hardware platform.
When the application is not computationally-constrained on the
target hardware, data value densitymaximizeswith themost precise
tiling. When the application is computationally-constrained, data
value density maximizes at a less-precise tiling with lower total
frame execution time (see Section 5.4).

For example, Figure 6 illustrates an application that processes
a 10 000 px × 10 000 px Landsat image. The figure illustrates either
dividing the image into four tiles 5000 px × 5000 px in size or 16
tiles 2500 px × 2500 px in size. After resizing each tile to the neural
network input size, the processing time per tile is constant. Thus,

tile count determines frame processing time; a greater number of
tiles per frame increases frame processing time.

Tiling affects the quality of the sample input into a neural net-
work. Fewer, larger tiles require more aggressive decimation to
match the input dimensions of the neural network. More numer-
ous, smaller tiles support more preservation of tile detail for neural
network input.

Prior work [7] shows an empirically optimal tile count for accu-
racy, and that accuracy degrades as tile count increases or decreases
from this value. In Section 5.4, we show that there also exists an
empirically optimal tile count for precision, and this tile count may
differ from the empirically optimal tile count for accuracy. Further,
empirically optimal tile counts vary by model architecture.

Elision of processing based on sample context. This technique
avoids execution of computationally-costly filtering on data sam-
ples likely to be either mostly high-value or mostly low-value. In-
stead, Kodan discards images from contexts containing primarily
low-value data and downlinks images from contexts containing
primarily high-value data. For example, an application searching
for building footprints discards data from a context characterized
by heavy cloud cover and downlinks data from a context char-
acterized by dense urban areas. Kodan leverages elision by first
identifying the tile context and then, if the tile belongs to a context
with mostly high-value or low-value data, elides execution of the
filtering application.

Summary: Kodan leverages three techniques to maximize data
value density by adjusting application precision and execution time
for each target hardware platform. Context-based model specializa-
tion improves data value density via improved precision. When an
application is not computationally-constrained, all data value den-
sity improvements stem from improved precision. Sample-based
processing elision skips lengthy filtering of samples belonging to
contexts characterized by large amounts of high-value or low-value
data. When an application is computationally-constrained, down-
linking samples from a high-value context without filtering small
quantities of low-value data has the effect of slightly reducing
precision while significantly reducing execution time and thereby
increasing data value density. Frame tiling also trades execution
time and precision. When an application is not computationally-
constrained, Kodan increases data value density by selecting the
empirically optimal tiling for precision.

3.1 Kodan System Architecture
Kodan improves the data value density of the saturated downlink
within the computational constraints of a target device by adjusting
each geospatial analysis application as shown in Figure 7. A one-
time application transformation step occurs before deployment.
During deployment, Kodan dynamically selects these application
adjustments for each sample.

Before deployment to a satellite: This one-time transformation
step generates a “selection logic” that governs how, when, and
which techniques (specialized models, frame tile count, and context-
based elision) to deploy on orbit. Each geospatial analysis applica-
tion is associated with a dataset representative of the distribution
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Figure 7: Left: Before deployment to a target satellite, Kodan performs a one-time transformation step. This step clusters the
representative dataset into contexts and generates a selection logic for maximizing DVD. Right: After deployment to a target
satellite, Kodan leverages the context engine and the selection logic to meet the soft processing deadline.

of input samples. To transform the geospatial analysis application
to maximize data value density when deployed to a target satellite,
Kodan (i) partitions the representative dataset into contexts; (ii)
generates a context engine to classify each tile into a context, and
(iii) trains and validates context-specialized models. Then, given
the characteristics of the target satellite (computational capabilities,
sensor and radio attributes, and orbit parameters) and its ground
segment, Kodan sweeps frame tile count and context-based elision
options to identify the combination of techniques maximizing data
value density to produce the selection logic.

We detail context generation and the context engine in Sec-
tion 3.2. To train and validate context-specialized models, Kodan
adheres to machine learning best practices as described in Section 4.
We detail the procedure for generating the resulting selection logic
in Section 3.4.

After deployment to a satellite: During deployment, Kodan lever-
ages the context engine and the selection logic to dynamically select
application adjustments for each data sample. Based on the selected
tile count per frame, Kodan splits each frame. The context engine
classifies each tile into a context, which determines whether Ko-
dan executes a specialized model or elides further processing and
either downlinks or discards the sample. The satellite downlinks
the application results during the next contacts with the ground
segment.

3.2 Contexts and the Context Engine
Kodan must quickly and accurately classify each tile into a context
for the selection logic to use when choosing application adjust-
ments to maximize data value density within the computational
constraints of the target hardware. We present two approaches for
context generation and selection: expert-generated contexts and
automatically-generated contexts.

Expert-generated contexts: In this approach, a subject-matter
expert (SME) partitions the representative dataset into human-
recognizable contexts. We observe that satellite images consist

Table 1: Per-application neural network architecture and
execution times on each hardware deployment target.

Per-Tile Processing Time (ms)
Name ML Architecture 1070 Ti i7-7800 Orin 15W
App 1 mobilenetv2dilated-c1-deepsup 178.2 440.6 618.8
App 2 resnet18dilated-ppm-deepsup 237.6 940.6 935.6
App 3 hrnetv2-c1 321.8 1292 1515
App 4 resnet50dilated-ppm-deepsup 361.4 1787 1594
App 5 resnet50-upernet 410.9 2124 1797
App 6 resnet101-upernet 445.5 2307 1970
App 7 resnet101dilated-ppm-deepsup 475.2 2545 2040

of a limited number of human-recognizable contexts that largely re-
main static over time. Coarse-grained examples include ocean views
versus land views; more fine-grained examples include mountains,
deserts, and cities.

Using this approach, a sample context can be determined from
satellite position and orientation, a geographic map, and a projec-
tion of the expected satellite view onto this map. Thus, the context
of each sample can be determined at the orbital edge in real time
with even modest computing hardware. Because satellite orbits are
highly predictable and can be modeled far in advance using tools
like the cote simulator [8], the expert-selected context of each
sample could even be pre-computed. Expert-selected contexts have
the benefit of being human-explainable and quickly determined for
each data sample. However, there may exist applications in which
expert-selected contexts are not obvious or easy to generate.

Automatically-generated contexts: To support context genera-
tion and selection for general datasets without dependence on hu-
man experts, Kodan automatically partitions datasets into contexts.
In Section 5, Kodan uses label vectors indicating the geographic and
weather features present in each sample to cluster the representative
dataset by similarity. Kodan creates a set of contexts using 𝑘-means
clustering with these labels. During this process, Kodan sweeps clus-
ter count and label vector distance metrics (Euclidean, Hamming,
Cosine, etc.) for measuring similarity. We also consider label vector
transformations, including translations, rotations, and projections
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Figure 8: Kodan improves data value density compared to the bent-pipe and direct-deploy baselines.
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Figure 9: Kodan reduces processing time per frame by splitting each frame into fewer, larger tiles and eliding processing of
tiles sorted into high-value or low-value contexts. Note the y-axis log scale.

based on per-dimension covariance properties. For automatically-
generated contexts, Kodan trains a classification network to label
each sample with its context — i.e., the context engine. The output
of the deployed context engine is considered ground truth, and the
resulting partition of the representative reference dataset is used to
train context-specific models.

3.3 Model Specialization
Rather than execute the original reference geospatial analysis ap-
plication, which is typically designed for deployment in an elas-
tic datacenter, Kodan runs context-specialized models on target
satellite hardware. After partitioning a representative dataset into
contexts (Section 3.2), Kodan trains and validates models on sub-
sets of these contexts (Section 4). Executing the original geospatial
analysis application generates training labels for the representative
dataset.

This process produces a set of context-specialized neural net-
works. Each model exhibits a known execution time on the target
satellite hardware as well as known accuracy and precision charac-
teristics across the samples sorted into its context(s) by the context
engine (see Figure 7). Kodan produces models specialized for single
contexts and specialized across multiple contexts, all of which are
considered when generating the selection logic (see Section 3.4).

Joint generation of contexts andmodels. The number of contexts
into which a representative dataset is partitioned is a hyperparame-
ter affecting the number of trained, specialized models. Aside from
training time during the one-time transformation step, more or

fewer contexts can impact the precision and execution time bene-
fits of context specialization. In the trivial case of a single context,
the original reference geospatial application is replaced by a single
neural network. As the number of contexts increases, the quantity
of data samples available for training models specialized to each
context decreases. As described in Section 3.2, Kodan sweeps cluster
count when partitioning the representative dataset into contexts.
Further exploration of this hyperparameter space represents an
exciting avenue for future work.

3.4 Selection Logic
The selection logic describes a policy for deploying a combination
of context-specialized models, frame tiling, and elision to maximize
data value density. The best policy depends on both the downlink
and computational bottlenecks. Ground station locations, satel-
lite orbits, and radio and sensor attributes determine the downlink
bottleneck. The target satellite determines the edge processing hard-
ware and therefore the execution time of an application deployed
to space. The orbit and sensors of the target satellite determine the
rate of data capture and the frame deadline.

During the one-time transformation step, Kodan selects a per-
frame tile count and per-context model or elision decision maxi-
mizing the data value density of the saturated downlink over the
duration of the application deployment, i.e., many orbit revolutions.
While the application runs on the target satellite, Kodan tiles each
frame according to this selection logic. After the context engine
labels a tile with a context, Kodan references the selection logic to
either elide processing or determine which specialized model to
use.
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DVD vs. Hardware Performance
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Figure 10: Each application and hardware pair exhibits amax-
imum data value density (DVD). Applications meeting the
frame deadline achieve this maximum DVD. As application
execution time increases, DVD approaches that of the bent
pipe.

Meeting the soft deadline: When the original application runs
too slowly on the target satellite to meet the frame deadline on
average (i.e., it experiences a computational bottleneck as in Fig-
ure 5), reducing execution time increases the data value density of
the saturated downlink even when sacrificing filter precision (see
Figure 10). This effect explains why a selection logic that reduces
tile count per frame at the expense of filter precision, or elision
of filtering for tiles from high-value contexts, improves data value
density. By eliding processing that filters small amounts of low-
value data from high-value contexts, more processing time is spent
filtering tiles containing more significant amounts of low-value
data.

Claiming idle compute time: When the application runs suffi-
ciently fast on the target satellite to meet the frame deadline, an
increase in precision — even at the cost of increased processing
time — improves the data value density of the saturated downlink.
This effect explains why a selection logic that increases tile count
per frame at the expense of execution time can improve data value
density. So long as frame processing completes by the soft deadline
on average, improved filter precision ensures that a greater portion
of the downlinked data consists of high-value bits. In this scenario,
Kodan executes the most precise, context-specialized models that
support average frame processing times less than the frame dead-
line. Unless elision produces more precise results than a specialized
model (we observe this case when a context consists almost en-
tirely of high-value data), the selection logic does not elect to elide
processing.

4 METHODOLOGY
We evaluate Kodanwithmultiple space data processing applications
and on multiple hardware platforms. For input, we use a Sentinel
dataset [14] with classification vector labels and per-pixel masks.
This dataset contains 48% high-value (i.e., non-cloudy) data and 52%
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Figure 11: Using Kodan, the number of satellites in a con-
stellation required for full ground track coverage reduces up
to 12× compared to directly deploying an application to the
space edge and leveraging OEC techniques in prior work [8].

low-value (i.e., cloudy) data. For test applications, we use publically-
available semantic segmentation neural networks [43] customized
to generate a per-pixel mask for each data sample. Table 1 summa-
rizes these applications. We reserve a subset of the representative
dataset for model validation. During training, we apply data aug-
mentation to improve accuracy and avoid over-fitting.

We deploy each application to multiple hardware platforms. We
run applications on an NVIDIA Jetson AGX Orin Tegra embedded
GPU in its 15W power mode — near the maximum reasonable
power draw for a 3U cubesat subsystem. We also run applications
on a Core i7-7800X CPU containing 12 cores clocked at 3.5GHz
and drawing around 140W of power, and on a GeForce GTX 1070
Ti GPU drawing around 180W of power. Both devices represent
forward-looking computational hardware for the space edge.

Throughout our evaluation, we model orbital mechanics, data
collection, and communication using the cote space computing
simulation software [8]. We model the Landsat 8 orbit, camera
sensor, and data frames by extending cote to import the Land-
sat World Reference System (WRS), and we log the image frame
captures as the satellite passes over its ground track. We model
the positions (latitude and longitude) and communication charac-
teristics of the Landsat ground segment. Using cote, we compute
the frame deadline for each satellite deployment based on its orbit
characteristics.

5 EVALUATION
Our evaluation shows that, compared to directly deploying an appli-
cation to a satellite or using a bent pipe, Kodan consistently and sig-
nificantly improves downlink data value density across applications
and hardware platforms. A key consequence of this improvement
is up to a 12× reduction in satellite count to achieve full ground
track coverage. Our results also provide guidance to computer ar-
chitects by showing the computational capability required to meet
the demands of different applications. After presenting these main
results, we then focus on the individual performance improvements
of each technique leveraged by Kodan. These techniques provide
different benefits in different scenarios; geospatial contexts improve
accuracy and precision, while both frame tiling and context-based
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Figure 12: Left: Contexts improve accuracy (fraction of la-
bels correct). Right: When an application meets the frame
deadline, increasing precision using contexts benefits data
value density.

elision balance precision and execution time. By intelligently se-
lecting among these techniques for each application and hardware
target, Kodan improves the downlink data value density across
scenarios.

5.1 Kodan Improves Data Value Density
Kodan improves data value density substantially for all applications
on all hardware platforms compared to a bent-pipe baseline and to
a direct deployment of each application without Kodan, as shown
in Figure 8. Compared to the bent-pipe baseline, Kodan improves
downlink data value density between 89 and 97 percent across all
applications and hardware platforms. For the bent-pipe baseline,
the data value density depends solely on the prevalence of high-
value data because the satellite attempts to transmit all samples
to the ground. In the direct deployment case, we highlight two
operating scenarios that illustrate the benefits of Kodan. In the first
scenario, an application is not computationally-constrained and
processes each frame within the satellite data sampling deadline.
For these cases, the improvements under Kodan derive from use
of geospatial contexts and context-aware model specialization to
improve application accuracy and precision. In the second scenario,
an application is computationally-constrained and fails to process
an entire frame within the satellite data sampling deadline. For
these cases, the improvements under Kodan derive from trading
between precision and execution time via frame tiling and context-
based elision of tile processing. Figure 9 illustrates both of these
scenarios.

The data reveal several important trends. The most constrained
hardware platform (the Orin operating in a 15Wmode) exhibits the
greatest improvement, illustrating the benefit of trading between
precision and execution time. The benefit reduces on the i7 because
the applications are less computationally-constrained than on the
Orin platform. On the 1070 Ti, where computational constraints are
alleviated even more, the maximum precision parameter selection
often maximizes data value density.

5.2 Kodan Improves Satellite Performance
Kodan reduces the required per-satellite processing capability to
support the applications we evaluate, illuminating specific compute
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Figure 13: Left: The accuracy-maximal tiling varies by appli-
cation. Right: Tiling varies precision. Absent a computational
bottleneck, maximizing precision maximizes data value den-
sity.

performance requirements for continuous ground track process-
ing coverage. Recall that, for continuous ground track processing
coverage, a satellite must process all tiles within the frame dead-
line. The bent pipe model provides a baseline data value density
by indiscriminately transmitting observations until saturating the
downlink. For each application, the maximum data value density
depends on the highest precision the application achieves within
the frame deadline.

In Figure 10, we evaluate the relationship between frame pro-
cessing time (i.e., compute performance) and improvement in data
value density compared to the bent pipe minimum. The plot shows
that reducing frame processing time improves data value density
until the time to process all tiles is less than the frame deadline.
Once frame processing time drops below the deadline, the downlink
data value density of an application is limited by its precision.

Points in the plot are measured data value densities for differ-
ent application/hardware combinations from our evaluation. These
points show Kodan improves data value density for Applications
1, 4, and 7, especially when exceeding the frame deadline when
directly deployed to the hardware targets. Each application consists
of a different number of operations, and therefore they require
different amounts of time to complete; Application 1 consists of the
fewest number of operations and Application 7 consists of the most.
Application 1 directly deployed to the 1070 Ti meets the deadline;
thus, the downlink data value density depends only on the applica-
tion precision (see Figure 8 for the effects of precision differences
between direct deploy and Kodan on data value density). When
directly deployed to the i7 or to the Orin, Application 1 falls short
of the maximum data value density because it executes too slowly
to meet the deadline. Using Kodan, Application 1 executes signifi-
cantly faster. The resulting idle time affords Kodan the opportunity
to deploy models of higher precision to improve data value density.

Directly deploying Application 4 or Application 7 to the Orin
gives worse results. Using Kodan, both applications attain their
maximum achievable data value density due to significant reduc-
tions in execution time. Future satellites — especially nanosatellites
— are likely to include hardware similar to the Orin due to its low
power consumption. Rather than directly deploying to such a de-
vice, using Kodan alleviates the computational bottleneck, which
exists even for the simplest of our benchmark applications.
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Effect of Tiling on Data Value Density (Orin 15W)
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Figure 14: On more computationally-constrained platforms like the Orin, more aggressive tiling (nine per frame) maximizes
data value density. As the computational bottleneck eases (1070 Ti) tilings that maximize precision also maximize data value
density.
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Context-Based Elision and Data Value Density (i7-7800)
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Figure 15: Some contexts consist mostly of high-value or low-value data. Downlinking samples from high-value contexts and
discarding samples from low-value contexts — i.e., eliding further processing — eases the computational bottleneck by freeing
time to filter samples from other contexts.

5.3 Contexts Improve Precision
Kodan uses geospatial contexts to improve both accuracy and pre-
cision for all applications, garnering a data value density benefit
regardless of whether the satellite experiences a computational bot-
tleneck. With a saturated downlink, precision — here, the fraction
of correctly labeled pixels — determines data value density, because
incorrectly-labeled pixels “pollute” the already-saturated downlink.
Figure 12, right, displays the effect of context-specific model selec-
tion on application precision. The increase in application precision
with geospatial contexts is more pronounced than the increase in
application accuracy. For example, Application 2 improves in pre-
cision by 33% with geospatial contexts. Figure 12, left, shows that
context-specific model selection also improves accuracy by up to
7.5%. Applications with the lowest baseline accuracy experience
the greatest improvement (e.g., Application 2).

5.4 Tiling Trades Precision and Performance
Kodan uses frame tiling to improve data value density by adjusting
tile count per frame to balance frame processing time with applica-
tion precision. Figure 13, left, shows how tiling affects application
accuracy. Figure 13, right, displays the effect of tiling on applica-
tion precision. Each application has a tile count that maximizes
accuracy and a tile count that maximizes precision. Increasing or
decreasing tile count from these optimal tilings decreases accuracy
or precision; this finding is consistent with prior work [7]. Absent

a computational bottleneck, the maximum precision tiling yields
the maximum data value density.

When computationally bottlenecked, Kodan selects a tiling to
reduce execution time at the expense of precision in order to in-
crease data value density. Figure 14 illustrates this effect. Tiling
provides up to a 50% improvement in data value density for the most
computationally-constrained platform and themost computationally-
costly application (i.e., Application 7 on the Orin mobile GPU). To
understand this result, recall that processing more data provides
substantial data value density improvements until meeting the
frame deadline, when precisely processing tiles becomes most im-
portant (see Figure 10). For simpler applications (e.g., Application
1) and more capable platforms (e.g., the 1070 Ti), less aggressive
tiling supports higher precision within the frame deadline.

5.5 Elision Improves Data Value Density
Kodan uses context-based elision to downlink or discard samples
from primarily high-value or low-value contexts and thereby sub-
stantially increases data value density. Figure 15 illustrates this
effect. Improvements from elision are more pronounced under a
greater computational bottleneck; for example, when Application 7
deploys to the Orin. As the computational bottleneck eases (e.g., sim-
pler applications or better hardware), the benefit of elision becomes
less pronounced because the system processes more samples within
the deadline. For example, the data value density improvement for
Application 1 is 39% on the Orin platform, while the data value
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density improvement for Application 1 is 34% on the i7 platform. On
the 1070 Ti platform, Application 1 is not computationally bottle-
necked; instead, the benefits derive from the precision improvement
of sending down likely high-value pixels without processing, rather
than imprecisely processing those pixels and transmitting a worse
result.

6 RELATEDWORK
This work spans computer systems, space systems, space networks,
and systems ML. Section 2 provides an overview of the emerging
computational space systems domain, and Section 2.1 characterizes
major challenges of this research area. Recent works in orbital edge
computing provide context for this work. The space networking
challenge of the bent pipe bottleneck is quantified in [7], which
also introduces the concept of a computational satellite deploying
machine inference to address this challenge. Orbital edge comput-
ing [8] aims to address the downlink bottleneck and introduces the
computational bottleneck of the inelastic space edge. Challenges
and opportunities in this domain are examined in [30].

The computational bottleneck poses a major space systems chal-
lenge. Although monolithic satellites cost hundreds of millions of
US dollars each, this high cost does not provide high-performance
onboard processors. These systems must operate for decades to
justify the high cost, which means that computer hardware must be
low-risk and highly-reliable. Often, these systems use decades-old,
“flight heritage” CPUs. After two or more decades of operation,
onboard processors could be nearly half a century behind the state-
of-the-art.

For example, LEON processors — which receive significant sup-
port from the European Space Agency (ESA) — implement the 32-bit
SPARC V8 instruction set architecture (ISA). A recent implementa-
tion achieved a clock frequency of 250MHz [1]. The EO-1 makes
use of a 12MHz Mongoose-V central processing unit (CPU), which
implements the 32-bit MIPS ISA, to demonstrate autonomous sci-
ence [6]. The RAD5500 implements a 64-bit PowerPC ISA operating
at 466MHz [2]. The limited performance of these CPUs stems from
larger technology nodes and functional unit duplication, which
help to provide reliability in the space environment. Extremely
high costs demand extremely low risk and long-duration missions
at the expense of performance. Recent trends in space systems have
started to consider COTS embedded computer systems [28, 29].

Several works consider models optimized for accuracy or speed
in terrestrial applications [4, 21, 22, 34, 37, 41]. Works on em-
bedded, terrestrial, wireless sensor systems study the tradeoff be-
tween computation and communication for energy-harvesting de-
vices [10, 11, 16, 17, 35]. These works identify the relatively high
energy cost of communication and quantify benefits to spending
energy on computation instead. While these terrestrial systems can
transmit data at any time within energy constraints, satellites can
transmit data only while near a ground station. In this work, we
focus on model specialization for geospatial contexts at the orbital
edge to improve the data value density of a saturated downlink.

Space networking is a growing field of research [3, 19, 24]. Much
work focuses on inter-satellite communication, which is a chal-
lenging engineering question encompassing control theory, orbital

dynamics, robotics, and energy-performance tradeoffs. Less atten-
tion has been paid to the challenges of the downlink bottleneck
and the saturated downlink, which we examine in this work. Al-
ternate approaches to addressing the downlink bottleneck [39] are
complementary to this work by enabling higher performance with
even smaller satellite constellation populations.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The increasing accessibility of space opens the orbital edge to new
geospatial analysis applications. A limited downlink creates a need
for on-orbit processing to extract value from sensor data. However,
constraints on orbital edge computing limit the value of satellite-
based applications. Kodan mitigates the downlink bottleneck and
the computational bottleneck for space edge systems by leverag-
ing geospatial contexts and specializing satellite computation to
balance application processing time with precision. This approach
contrasts with expensive, constellation-oriented techniques that
extract value from data but require many satellites to do so. We
implement and evaluate Kodan, which increases the density of
valuable data downlinked from LEO between 89 and 97 percent
without changing ground infrastructure or radio attributes despite
bottlenecked bandwidth and computing.

Orbital edge computing has an exciting futurewithmany open
research questions. Building on this work, computational space
system designers should improve sensor coverage and comput-
ing capability of constellations through co-design of system-level
optimizations and computer architecture while avoiding unfavor-
able cost-scaling of high device counts. Future constellations will
feature heterogeneous sensors, computational capabilities, and ac-
tuators. Some satellites may share data via crosslinks and distribute
processing so that each satellite need not contain telescope op-
tics, precision pointing, laser communication, and a high-end GPU.
Instead, a heterogeneous constellation supports hardware special-
ization (as opposed to processing specialization based on sample
context), allowing individual satellites to contain fewer subsystems
are therefore be more simple. Energy constraints, orbital dynam-
ics, and client mission goals place time-dependent constraints on
satellite operations. Communication and computation will remain
perennial challenges for space-based computer systems. Kodan
demonstrates that these challenges are surmountable with new
techniques tailored to the unique constraints of the orbital edge.
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